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NPWT Level One: Monitor & Manage
Additional Education Requirements/Competencies
Competency Checklist
Competency

Date Met

Mentor’s
Initials

Knowledge
1. Describe how NPWT supports healing of wounds, incisions and grafts.
2. Describe the components of a complete order needed for the initiation of
NPWT.
3. Describe the steps for preforming a Safety Monitor Check.
4. Describe situations which requires communication of an adverse event and
identify team members requiring notification.
5. Describe NPWT safety strategies to prevent a fall or a pressure injury.
6. Describe what is necessary for a successful transition between care areas; e.g.
acute to community, specific for NPWT
7. Describe what trouble-shooting supplies the client/resident will need in their
home.
8. Describe how the patient/client/resident should shower with NPWT device (for
the device most commonly used on the unit/care setting).
9. Describe what to do with the NPWT dressing in the event of an irreparable
dressing leak or a device failure.
Skill (demonstrations can be done either at the ‘bedside’ or in simulation)
1. Demonstrate a complete Safety/Monitoring Check.
2. Complete the Safety/Monitoring Check Flow Sheet appropriately.
3. Identify any unintended client outcomes and report appropriately.
4. Identify where to locate information pertaining to specific NPWT devices’
alerts/alarms.
5. Identify where to locate information on how to change the specific NPWT
devices’ canisters.
6. Demonstrate how to do a canister change (for the device most commonly used
on the unit/care setting).
7. Demonstrate how to review a NPWT Client Health Education Resource with
client/family.
Monitor & Manage Module completed: _______________(date)
Successful completion of Monitor & Manage Quiz: ______________(date)
Nurse* Name: Printed

_____ Signature____________________________

Successful completion of the Monitor & Manage Knowledge/Skills Competency Checklist:________________ (date)
Nurse Mentor Name: Printed____________________________ Signature

________Initials ___

Learning Plan for Unmet Skills:

*If using LHub: to obtain your Record of Completion, complete the LHub NPWT Monitor & Manage course’s Step 5: Knowledge/Skills
Competency Checklist (enter Nurse Mentor’s name and date the Checklist done)
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